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From Terraria Wiki This article is about ammunition. For novelty pieces of furniture, see Fireworks Rocket. Hardmode missiles, post-Planter-type ammunition that are mostly sold by Cyborg. The variant rocket I also dropped the glider when it drops the grenade launcher. Most launchers use missiles as ammunition. All types of missiles have two significant defining features: the scope and the ability to
destroy tiles. Missiles I and II have a small range closest to a bomb or grenade, while the missiles III and IV have an area similar to the blast radius of Dynamite. Missiles I and III will leave the tiles unchanged, while II and IV will break blocks and furniture within the blast radius (except for explosive objects). Damage to the rocket from the spray will harm its user if they are caught within the blast radius.
These explosions will not affect other players if they have pvP enabled, however. Types of edit source there are currently 12/4 different rockets available in Terraria, all of which are Hardmode-exclusive. Type Damage Accessibility RareNess Source Normal Blast Radius Destroys Tiles Rocket I 40 /35 Always 00 Purchased from Cyborg (50) Small Rocket II 40 Blood Moon 01 Purchased from Cyborg (250)
Small Rocket III 65/55 Night orSol Space Eclipse 01 Purchased from Cyborg (1) Large Rocket IV 65 /69 Solar Eclipse 02 Purchased from Cyborg (5) Large Cluster Rocket I 50 Post-Martian Madness 00 Purchased from Cyborg (750) Spread Cluster Rocket II 50 Post-Martian Madness, Blood Moon or Solar Eclipse 00 Purchased from Cyborg (15) Spread Dry Rocket 40 Always 00 Purchased From Cyborg
(50) Tiny (Only Liquid Tiles) Wet Rocket 40 Always 00 ( ) Tiny Lava Rocket 40 Always 0 0 ( ) Tiny Honey Rocket 40 Always 00 ( ) Tiny Mini Nuke I 75 Always 00 100 ( ) Huge Mini Nuke II 75 Always 00 100 ( ) Huge Some missiles have unusual behavior in some launchers , including turning missiles into different types of projectiles with unusual behavior. This table lists how some of the main properties of
missile variants suffer from various missile launchers. More information on how and why some of these changes occur can be found on individual launch pages. Desktop 1.4.0.1: Wet Rocket, Dry Rocket, Lava Rocket, Honey Rocket, Cluster Rocket I and II, and Mini Nuke I and II added. Desktop 1.3.0.1: Damage from Rocket I increased from 35 to 40, Rocket III from 55 to 65, Rockets IV from 60 to 65.
Console 1.02: Presented. Switch 1.0.711.6: Introduced. Mobile 1.2.6508: Introduced. The PC version of Terraria will finally get the long-awaited 1.2 update. According to a post on official forums, the free patch will be released on October 1 via Steam. Developer Andrew Spinks previewed the update back in May, showing off some of the new additions to the Minecraft and Metroid mash-up games. New
monsters, bosses, and a mini-map are just some of the things Terraria will get with the patch, but The launcher looks like it's going to give me the best way to blow myself up while fighting a giant skull boss. Terraria's General Discussion of the Rocket Details Is Even Worth Using? Given how expensive and/or quite rare are they, wouldn't it be better to use grenades or arrows or bullets or even magic?
Especially considering the Rockets can't deal with status effects without a set of Frost... EDIT: for that matter, for 5 gold, the ground mines should really instakill ... The latter, edited by Batagia and SM3DAS; October 10, 2013 - 9:01PM This is only to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fights, or rude) posts. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Type:
AmmunitionDamage: 40Blast Radius: SmallDoesn't destroy tiles. Manufacturing:999 Rocket I999 Rocket II999 Rocket III999 Rocket IV999 Mini Nuke I999 Mini Nuke IICrafting Station: Crystal Ball.Shooting this with a rocket launcher will shoot rocket I without consuming it. It would be just an analogue of the Infinite quiver and an endless bag of musket. It's a little more difficult to craft than these two because
missiles tend to be more powerful ammo than arrows or musket balls. Also, if it's too powerful, its damage may just be tweaked. Also, I'm not sure if the pod is the right term for those things that store rockets and rockets, feel free to correct me in the comments! Comments! cluster rocket 3 terraria. rocket level 3 terraria
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